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ABSTRACT
Early childhood instillation of character values and wisdom is critical since it is our shared obligation that character values and wisdom are represented in children's attitudes and actions, as well as how to deal with personal situations. Teachers and parents must be held accountable for developing a person who not only understands the values of goodness, but also the ideals of virtue in everyday life in order to develop tough characters and noble personalities. When all parties are involved, learning moderate Islamic character principles can be done properly and effectively. As a value-based goal for policy makers and educational institutions, they cooperate through school leaders’ policies or regulations to achieve the same goals. Basically, the purpose of learning activities is to help students recognize, recognize or care about values, and make them express in their lives, in addition to enabling them to master targeted abilities (content).
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1. INTRODUCTION
Education is a valuable resource for a country's progress. As a result, every citizen is required to follow the educational levels of early childhood education, elementary school, secondary education, and college. Most Indonesian children in the process of attending a school ignore early childhood education, despite the fact that it is critical to acquaint themselves with and create the mindset of educated children from an early age.

Early Childhood Education plays a huge role and influence in building and developing children's character. Even the success and success of a person in his teens and his or her parents is also strongly influenced by the education that goes through in his childhood. Therefore, parents should really pay great attention to their children from an early age.

The importance of education for children realized by the holding of government programs in the form of Early Childhood Education is as a place for children in developing their talents and creativity, because childhood is a time when individuals first gain knowledge from the surrounding environment. In the knowledge obtained, the child simply adopts without doing a good or bad evaluation of the knowledge obtained. All knowledge will be absorbed thoroughly by children, in the absence of a filtering attitude towards something good or bad. Thus, a good environment will be able to form a good child's character; on the contrary a bad environment will also be able to form a bad child's character as well.

It's crucial to remember that if we photograph models and forms of association, communication environments, and learners' attitudes and actions, it's our obligation as educators, parents, community leaders, and stakeholders to strive to develop and formulate strategies and approaches. Islam is a moderate religion, allowing social inequity and educational issues to be broken down and linked to a common thread. That is because the author conducted an initial poll of the research location on the atmosphere of the child's learning environment, the children's study and play environment was very little or limited, which was not conducive.

There is a shortage of teachers (teachers) and paud managers, and the importance of a moderate Islamic character has not been fully integrated into early life. Therefore, teachers must seek to enrich and enrich learning media and educational games related to prayer, singing, play and work materials. Teachers must seek enrichment and enrichment with prayer, singing, play, and work. Teachers must seek enrichment and enrichment with prayer and singing. Learning media and educational games related to, play and work materials. These materials are taught according to the medium
Islamic character value materials and the local character value values. Wisdom and the value of the wisdom features of the Quran.

Emphasize the need to cultivate mild Islam-based character traits in early children, and maintain the essence of "tolerance" among religious people, understand each other's uniqueness, and value the diversity of life, religion, and social culture. The necessity of maintaining "equality" or "equivalence" in social classification and social strata in daily life should not be underestimated. The importance of having an attitude of "sensitive" fostering and maintaining the nature and attitude of care and "sensitivity" to others either fellow human beings or to animals and plants we must protect and maintain their existence on the face of the earth because we humans are the noblest beings in the side of God. The importance of us maintaining Everyone can work together to achieve the goal there should be no feeling of unfriendliness, the nature of not discriminating against others or being "discriminatory" in various ways in the lives of individuals, social and cultural everyone can work together to achieve the goal there should be no feeling of unfriendliness or unequal because in God's eyes and our laws are the same, why should it be different in the eyes of man? So, because we are all brothers and sisters, we should not demonstrate the character and attitude of discrimination or the nature of claiming a specific group. Maintaining the nature and mindset of allowing everyone equal space and "opportunity" is critical, giving everyone the "freedom" and opportunity to argue, free public space, and the nature and attitude of free work according to everyone's potential talents and interests. Should not be limited to the rights of others. Regarding the necessity of maintaining the nature of "humanity", keeping desired nature in order to respect the nature and attitude of all individuals and God's creation, mutual respect for each person's human nature is a major event in God's eyes.

Cultivating character and wisdom values in early childhood is a very important activity, because it is our common obligation, which will be reflected in the child's attitudes and behaviors in his everyday life, as well as how he deals with his own challenges. According to researchers, education is a process of dissemination through learning, and it is the responsibility of teachers and parents to guarantee that students not only understand but also practice the ideas of virtue in daily life in order to create a strong character and noble personality.

Based on the observations made by researcher at RA DDI Palu, they found several problems, in terms of how teachers cultivate and instill in students the ideals of a moderate Islamic character is still found to be a misalignment between character values that want to be integrated with the materials taught with available infrastructure. This is because it has not been fully integrated with the values of moderate Islamic character in early childhood, and it also requires teachers seek to enrich and enrich learning media and educational games related to prayer, singing, play and work. These materials are taught based on moderate Islamic character materials.

2. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

A method is a means of approaching a thing that is the subject of investigation. According to the objective, nature, object, nature of science, or theory that supports it, the researcher can pick from a variety of methodologies. The method to be employed in research is determined by the object [1]. Sukmadinata mentioned that qualitative research is descriptive and analytical research, which examines the phenomena, events, social activities, attitudes, beliefs, opinions and thoughts of individuals and groups [2]. This study aims to gain findings by describing data with words or sentences that are characterized by certain components or portions. According to Frankel and Wallen, qualitative research is a study that requires researchers to analyze natural events in all of their complexity [3].

Continuous research is gaining popularity today because it may represent the dynamic movement in investigating a social issue. This study uses qualitative research method using longitudinal study approach emphasized on internalization of moderate Islamic character values in Early Childhood in RA DDI Palu City.

The research instrument is a researcher. Nasution in Sugiyono himself in accordance with Sugiyono's opinion in qualitative research, which became an instrument, was the researcher himself [4]. In qualitative research, the role of the researcher as a human tool is to determine the subject of the survey, select the informant as the data source, collect data, evaluate the data quality, analyze the data, interpret the data, and draw conclusions based on the survey results. In addition, in qualitative research, there is no choice but to use humans as the main research tool.

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Basic concept of Moderate Islamic Values

The term "moderate Islam," or Al-Wasathiyyah, is derived from the Arabic word "wasath," which means "fair," "good," "medium," and "balanced." [5]. Activities that encourage moderate attitudes are very much in line with the instructions of other Qur'anic verses. However, it is vital to recognize early on that its implementation requires a pioneering effort so that "moderation," or wasathiyyah, can be used to refer to how one thinks, behaves, and acts. As a result, our response as religious moderation campaigners is becoming increasingly essential in relation to the issue of Muslims, particularly in relation to religious extremism, which is increasingly displayed by some Muslims recently. As a result, the researcher contends that early childhood socialization and learning are crucial in instilling Islamic moderation, or wasathiyyah.

At the local, national, and global levels, religious moderation is the key to fostering tolerance and unity. The choice of moderation by rejecting extremism and liberalism in religion is the key to balance, for the sake
of civilization and the creation of peace. It is in this way that each religious person can treat others honorably, accept differences, and live together in peace and harmony. In a multicultural society such as Indonesia, religious moderation may not be an option, but a necessity [6].

The concept and fundamentals of moderate Islam are not lacking. The phrase has a theological and ontological foundation or base (something that is concrete). The concept of moderate Islam is part of Islam's worldwide principles. The Arabic term ummatan wasathan or al-din wasat is the equivalent of the term moderate Islam. Allah swt says in QS. Al-Baqarah: 143, namely:

Thus We have made you a medium (just, balanced, good, superior, virtuous) nation, that you be witnesses over mankind and the Messenger (Muhammad) be a witness over you. And We made the Qiblah on which you were, only to (distinguish and) know those who depended on (followed) the Messenger from those who would turn on their heels. And it is surely hard except for those whom Allah caused to attain guidance (have Hidayet) (it is not hard for them); and Allah is not going to waste your faith. Truly Allah is Affectionate, the Most Merciful towards mankind [7].

The word of Al-Wasath in the verse means that the best and most perfect. In the very popular hadith it is also mentioned that the best problem is the one in the middle. In the sense of seeing and solving a problem, moderate Islam tries to take a compromise approach and is in the middle, as well as in addressing a difference, both religious and sectarian differences. Moderate Islam always promotes tolerance, mutual respect, while believing in the truth of the beliefs of each religion and sect. So that all can accept decisions with a cool head, without having to engage in anarchist actions that will then harm many elements of society.

Islam's primary message is moderation. Moderate Islam is a religious perspective that is extremely relevant in the context of diversity in all forms, including religions, customs, tribes, and nations. Inevitably, a variety of religious understandings is a historical fact in Islam. One of the reasons for this diversity is the dialectic between the text and reality itself, and the perspective on reason and revelation in solving a problem. It is clear from this fact that the emergence of the following terms behind the word of Islam. For example, Fundamental Islam, Liberal Islam, Developmental Islam, Moderate Islam, and many other terms.

Moderate Islam is a religious movement that is capable of bringing harmony to society and the state. Which is diametrically opposed to Radical and Liberal Islam in its doctrines. For Muslim modernists, science and technology from the West are a must. These demands appear to have yielded a variety of outcomes. Muslims gradually ascended to higher positions in their different countries, including Indonesia. When we comprehend the style of thinking of this moderate Islamic organization, the author concludes that the negative side appears to be nearly non-existent, because this group's way of thinking can be accepted by reason and mind, allowing people to accept moderate Islam's teachings properly. On the plus side, this group has a reputation for being open to other people's viewpoints.

Islam, according to Qaradhawi, must be able to follow and balance the nation's and state's lives. So that a harmonious life can be established, capable of bringing world peace. And, most importantly, the emergence of a life that is desired by all mankind, both in this world and in the hereafter, will not lead to excessive fanaticism, which results in a person closing himself off from other perspectives and anticipating excessive attitudes in the religious community (ummah) from an early age [9]. The concept of "moderate Islam" does not have a precise definition in Islam, but it appears to have been actualized in order to establish an Islam that is polite and eager to comprehend other groups without abandoning the actual beliefs of Islam. The issue is that different people are unable to appreciate one another, do not blame one another, do not express the truth for themselves, and are willing to engage in discourse, so that it is reflected that the diversity is actually a blessing. The concept of "moderate Islam" does not have a precise definition in Islam, but it appears to have been actualized in order to establish an Islam that is polite and...
eager to comprehend other groups without abandoning the actual beliefs of Islam. The issue is that different people are able to respect each other, don't blame each other, don't assert the truth for themselves, and are willing to have discourse, so that the difference is genuinely a blessing.

3.2. Principles of Religious Moderation in Islam

Islam actually has very capable principles of moderation, including justice, balance, and tolerance that are part of the ahlussunnah waljama’ah formulated by Imam al-Hasan Ash’ari and Abu Mansyual-Maturidi in the field of religion, and follow one of the four sects (Hanafi, Malik, Shafi‘I and Hambali) in the field of sayari’ah and in the field of Sufism following al-Ghazali and al-Junaidial- The principles of religious moderation are:

3.2.1. Principles of Justice (Al-Adl)

The Arabic dictionary informs that the word originally meant "the same". Such similarities are often associated with immaterial things. In the Great Dictionary of The Indonesian Language, the word "adil" is interpreted: unbiased/impartial, siding with the truth, and should/should not be arbitrary, 'Equality" which is the original meaning of the word "just" is what makes the culprit "impartial", and basically a just person "siding with the right" because both right and wrong equally must obtain the right. Thus, he did something "decent" again "not arbitrary". The meaning of al-adl in some interpretations, among others: According to al-Tabari, al-adl is: Surely Allah commands about this and has been sent down to the Prophet Muhammad in a just manner, namely al-convert [10].

The word fair referred to in the concept of religious moderation is how everyone who is a subject in the life of a compound society, can better understand the concept of fairness. Because with the diversity of our society as citizens have the concept of tawhid in different religions and different ways of looking at things. Therefore we must be just by not distinguishing people from each other even if they are not among us. This is what Islam teaches in looking at every human being. But we need to understand together bawha Adil does not mean we are all equal, but in the right way we still favor something right by not denouncing something wrong, with the aim of how this concept of fairness we can remain istiqomah on the right path and can be a human being who is able to be a companion to straighten out for other human beings who are considered wrong in looking other human beings who are considered wrong in looking at a religion.

3.2.2. Principles of Balance (Tawazun)

Tawazun (balanced) in all things, including the use of 'aqli (reasonable evidence) and naqli evidence (sourced from the Quran and Hadith), Harmonize your reverence for Allah SWT with your reverence for your fellow humans [11]. The rule of balance is showed here as sure equilibrium in all components of conviction and practice, regardless of whether material or significant, common or humpfrawi, etc. Islam finds some kind of harmony between divine disclosure and human explanation, making its own place for disclosure and reason. Islam upholds the development of a harmony between the soul and reason, reason and heart, rights and commitments, etc in one's day to day existence [12].

The concept of balance in religious moderation above explains that every human being in achieving tranquility and harmony between inter-religions, it is necessary to actualize the principle of balance. What that means is that we have to be balanced in terms of taste, mind, morality, heart and so on that exist in every human being in all aspects of life, not reduced or added. In this case the concept of balance still has a close relationship with the concept of justice that is without distinguishing when it comes to giving or assessing everything. As well as human physical balance, God has given the gift of vision, hearing, taste and so on, but when it cannot be balanced according to its function, then human life will not feel perfect.

3.2.3. Principle of Tolerance (Tasamuh)

According to the concept of linguistics, of course arabic that tasamuh is the most commonly used today for the meaning of tolerant. Tasamuh is rooted in the word samhan which has an easy meaning. Ease or ease, Mu’jam Maqayis al-Lughat mentions that the word tasamuh literally comes from the word samhan which means ease. Meanwhile, the Big Indonesian Dictionary defines the word tolerance as follows: having or tolerating (appreciating, allowing), stances (opinions, views, beliefs, habits, behavior, etc.) [13].

The notion of tolerance according to language can be interpreted as appreciating the stand or views of others. However, in the context of religion, even though we talk about the concept of moderation, the meaning of tolerance does not mean that we always justify or follow other people's perspectives. This provides an explanation of the true meaning of tolerance. That tolerance means for respecting only to other people who have different views about religous belief. Therefore, this principle of tolerance cannot be addressed in theological terms, because every religion has a different concept and way of worshipping according to the shari’ah that is ordered. Religion is a belief of each individual, so when she/he does worship using other than what is prescribed by the religion he believes in, then it will damage the essence of a belief.

The principle of tolerance in religious moderation can only be applied to the socialist dimension. So it becomes a necessity for people who have a plurality like the Indonesian both in terms of religion, ethnicity, language, customs and other pluralities. Therefore, the concept of tolerance in social life must have a positive impact on the community to better understand, accept and respect each other's differences created from the diversity of a society.
3.3. Early Childhood Education as a Place for Character Building

A group of persons aged 0 to 6 years is known as early childhood. The gathering of individuals matured 0-8 years, as per youngster training specialists. So youth is a gathering of kids who are going through a remarkable development and advancement measure as far as fine and gross engine coordination, insight (thinking power, inventiveness, enthusiastic knowledge, and profound insight), social passionate (disposition and conduct just as religion), language, and unique correspondence [14].

Early childhood Education is a training exertion planned at kids from birth to the age of six, which is helped out through the arrangement of instructive boosts to help physical and profound development and advancement, getting ready youngsters for advanced education [15].

Character education in the Islamic culture is more than just delivering insight through a verbal technique that tends to memorize and serve as an insight. However, the approach must be able to both promote and deter youngsters from engaging in morally reprehensible behavior.

Early Childhood Education seeks to help youngsters reach their full potential so that they can later function as whole human beings. The entire human idea is a theory of efforts to offer provisions for children in the form of services and education that can span numerous aspects of a child's life that aid in their growth and development, such as motor, social, and language development.

Early Childhood Education is a sort of training that spotlights on setting the establishment for a kid's otherworldly, physical, scholarly, intellectual, passionate, imaginative, and language abilities, just as correspondence and social versatility. Youth Education is a sort of instruction that incorporates all kids, with an emphasis on their physical, intellectual, and social turn of events. Learning in youth is coordinated around the interests and learning styles of the kids.

Early Childhood Education is a program that plans to get ready kids from birth to the age of six by giving instructive improvements to help physical and profound development and advancement so they are prepared to proceed with their schooling. Youth Education (PAUD) is one of the phases of instruction that may impact a kid's future development and advancement [16]. Intellectual stimulation, health care, nutrition, and a wide range of opportunities to explore and learn actively are all part of the effort.

In the word of Allah SWT (Q.S. Ar-Ruum, [30]: 30), namely:

```
فَطَّرُ اللَّهُ نَبِيَّاً حَنِيفًاً لِلنَّاسِ وَجَهَّاهُ فَاقِهًا
الْدِيَّنَاتِ ذَلِكَ اللَّهُ لَهُ خَلْقٌ تَبْدِيْلٌ لاَّ عِلْمُهُ النَّاسِ
۳٠ - يَعْلَمُونَ لاَ النَّاسُ أَكْثَرَ وَلَكِنَّ اللَّهَ الْعَلِيمُ
```

The meaning:

So direct your face toward the religion, inclining to truth, the fitrah of Allah upon which He has created people. No change should there be in the creation of Allah. That is the correct religion, but most of the people do not know [17].

The stanza above can be perceived to imply that youth training, according to the viewpoint of Islamic instruction, is an undertaking to help youngsters in creating inherent abilities, both physical and non-physical, since early on. Thus, one of the motivations behind youth training is to plan youngsters genuinely and mentally for elementary school. By helping youngsters in putting themselves out there and offering openings for them to utilize their innovativeness, creative mind, and inventiveness, kids will have the certainty to continue on.

The objective of Early Childhood Education is to create quality Indonesian youngsters, for example kids who develop and create as indicated by their formative stage, so they are prepared to enter essential training and explore grown-up life. Moreover, Early Childhood Education endeavors to help youths in accomplishing scholastic prepared (learning availability) at school [18]. Furthermore, Early Childhood Education aims to assist students in the development of attitudes, knowledge, skills, and creativity necessary for adapting to their environment, as well as the development and advancement of social abilities, just as essential improvement through instructor arranged activities such as language development, thinking power, creativity, skills, and body development [19].

As per Islam, instruction is intended to foster otherworldly potential and form adolescents into people who put stock in and regard God Almighty and have honorable person. Morals, character, and ethics as the encapsulation of instructive goals are instances of respectable ethics. The objective of Islamic instruction is to foster kids who are not just strict, have respectable person, and perform great deeds, yet in addition proficient, mechanically talented, and experienced so they can become independent people who can help themselves, their religion, their folks, and their country.

The objective of youth schooling is basically equivalent to the objective of instruction as a general rule, however the objective of public training is basically to give inspiration and incitement to the improvement of kids' abilities, interests, and possibilities so they can be directed so later they can become quality people who accept and dread Allah SWT, just as how youth instruction can assist youngsters with fostering their gifts, interests, and possibilities so they can be diverted so later they can become quality individuals who accept and.

3.4. Characteristics and Urgency of Early Childhood Learning

The following are some of the important qualities and principles that instructors and education
administrators must consider when implementing early childhood education and learning: Prioritizing children's needs and learning that is carried out is always oriented to the demands of early childhood since children in that age range require the most educational growth in order to reach full maturity. Youngsters need exercises and learning exercises when they can learn while playing, when they are allowed to investigate, when they are welcome to discover something as indicated by their gifts and interests, when they can exploit learning offices and play offices as per their requirements and assumptions, and when they can choose and close what to do through realizing. How are the endeavors of Raudhatul Alfal's educators and the board ready to set up a helpful, drawing in, and lovely learning and playing climate, so instructors are needed to assemble a climate that kids like or like, so youngsters consistently need to come learn and play? How is the instructor's work to make a significant learning framework, so the educator should utilize a coordinated or incorporated learning framework and educational program on all parts of kids’ requirements, regardless of whether it's learning exercises, play exercises, or the production of innovativeness or work, making fascinating subjects that can create learning power, youngsters, and it is more applicable for kids in their initial years. Foster youngsters’ fundamental abilities or fundamental abilities so they may have abilities and fundamental abilities that will later assistance their own and family lives, just as self-control, beginning at a youthful age.

Youngsters can be directed to use reused things as media and instructive devices as a method of really focusing on the climate and developing an enterprising soul by using various sources that can be utilized as learning media or instructive games got from the general climate. Youth learning frameworks and designs ought to be layered, beginning with the idea of a view that is nearest to the kid's necessities and soul. Youth learning should utilize an iterative and tedious methodology, as per the guideline of preliminary blunder and mistake realizing, whose significance and which means ought to never be hesitant to attempt to rehash sometime you will discover reality.

3.5. Values of Integrated Moderate Islamic Character in Early Childhood Learning

Moderate Islam is based on values that promote the best and most ethical thoughts and attitudes. Muchlis M. Hanafi defines moderate (al-wasathiyah) as a tawazun (balanced) way of thinking, interacting, and responding in two situations, resulting in an attitude that is in conformity with Islamic principles and community traditions, meaning balance in faith, worship, and practice morals [20].

In this context, moderate Islamic principles are those that are embedded in the teaching and learning process as well as learning materials that are used in character education. Mixing, blending, and combining are all examples of integration. Integration is typically accomplished in two or more methods, each of which can be beneficial to the other [21]. Islam is a religion with a strong sense of tolerance. Islam is moderate, in the sense that it is fair and seeks a medium ground. If the word moderate is linked to eighteen character education values, then the character values that best characterize moderate are Religious, tolerance, social concern, democracy, peace-loving, and respect for the motherland are all Islamic principles.

Individual behavior is guided by values based on religious standards, culture, law, constitution, ethics and aesthetics, and conventions. Character education can be integrated into learning by include character values in all educational materials and in the implementation of learning activities. As a result, teachers must organize, implement, and evaluate character education from start to finish. Government policies must promote the implementation of character education in schools, supported by adequate infrastructure facilities, available learning tools and a conducive learning environment and supported by the cooperation of all parties.

Character education, as per the analyst, includes essential rules that are effectively accessible and can be accomplished by anyone who works in the instructive climate (instructors, schooling staff, and laborers). Character instruction can be mingled and carried out in schools utilizing various standards. The creator perceives that the person and upsides of life (values) that support understudy lead dependent on strict, social, lawful, protected, moral, and tasteful shows, as well as customs, are essentially intrinsic from each individual's fiber origins. “What we do, not what we say or believe, determines our character.” Good character necessitates doing good things in a good way.

Islamic convictions that are moderate Learning can be done appropriately and maximally if all gatherings decide and do as such through a school chief's strategy or guideline as a determinant of arrangements and interests of a qualities based instructive establishment. Basically, learning exercises are intended to assist understudies with comprehension, realize/care about, and internalize values as well as the application of conduct in life, in addition to mastering the targeted topic.

Not all instructing and learning exercises (PBM) in the study hall, as per the review, show character schooling. Character instruction is incorporated into the learning system at all degrees of picking up, including arranging, execution, and assessment. The ideas of context oriented learning are among the rules that can be utilized in making example plans, executing the learning system, and assessment (Contextual Teaching and Learning). The following is a fast depiction of these standards. Individuals develop or build their comprehension from new encounters dependent on their past data and convictions, as indicated by constructivism, a learning hypothesis. In constructivist learning, the instructor's job is to advance the learning system by: 1) making information significant and applicable to understudies 2) giving freedoms to understudies to discover and apply their own thoughts, 3) making understudies mindful to apply their own
techniques in learning. Constructivism learning in learning is partitioned into a few stages: 1) Orientation, 2) Elicitation, 3) Restructuring of thoughts, 4) Application of thoughts and audits. The standards of Constructivism learning, 1) Knowledge is worked by understudies themselves, 2) Knowledge can't be moved, 3) Learners build, 4) Educators just assist with planning helpful offices and circumstances, 5) Facing issues that are applicable to understudies 6) Learning around the principle ideas, 7) Searching (request) and surveying the assessments of understudies. 8) Develop educational program. Likewise, constructivism learning incorporates four phases; 1) Appreciation, 2) Exploration, 3) Concept conversation and clarification, 4) Development and application.

The idea of the Among framework learning model, which is practically the same and applicable to the portrayals of public instruction, family schooling, human training, study and work, was additionally presented in training among strict training and multicultural instruction, notwithstanding the constructivist learning model. The constructivism learning framework adjusts to a portion of similar ideas as the Among learning framework, permitting these two frameworks to be mixed in learning. Make, learn, and work without strain, and give opportunity of thought dependent on experience.

1) The two learning frameworks share numerous normal perspectives and standards as the establishment for building and arranging a learning plan (educational plan), and moderate Islamic person esteems can be fused into all of the data introduced, as indicated by the scientist. 2) Good learning at PAUD/RA establishments ought to have the option to help understudies in creating themselves to their maximum capacity, and hence all activities completed during the learning system ought to give a positive learning experience and advantage understudies later on.

With the combination of various frameworks, speculations, and ideas of learning, the scientist needs to enhance the fortunes of learning the worth of moderate Islamic person in youth, which might be explored utilizing the constructivism learning and learning framework. Among, PAUD/RA foundations as a scaffold for the acknowledgment of considerate, wise, and Islamic kids, which can be acknowledged through instructive organizations PAUD/RA, i.e., a school loaded with human advancement, on the grounds that the reason for adapting internationally is to build up quality and cutthroat training administrations.

4. CONCLUSION

Early Childhood Education is one of the phases of training that should not be ignored on the grounds that it impacts kids’ development and improvement. A child’s soul’s growth and development in learning necessitates sufficient assistance or supervision.

Character and value of life value (value) that underlies the behavior of students based on religious norms, culture, law, constitution, ethics and aesthetics, customs (indigenous) in essence it is attached from the roots of each individual fiber. "What we do, not what we say or believe, determines our character." “Good character assumes that positive things are done in a good way anyhow.”

At the point when all gatherings team up and do likewise through an approach or guideline of school pioneers, as a determinant of the arrangements and interests of a worth based instructive organization, learning the value of Moderate Islamic character can be done properly and maximally. Essentially, learning activities are designed to help students not only master the competencies (things) they are studying, but also to help them understand, comprehend, and internalize values so that they may apply them in their daily lives.
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